I. INTRODUCTION
Active acoustic intensity, simply referred to as intensity hereafter, is an energy-based acoustic measure obtained by the product of acoustic pressure and particle velocity. As a vector quantity, it gives the magnitude and direction of the propagating acoustic energy. Intensity is often used for source characterization, since the direction of propagation can identify which regions of a source are radiating more dominantly. 1 Many additional applications of intensity have been explored. [2] [3] [4] Acoustic intensity can be computed in several ways; one of the most prevalent methods is referred to as the p-p method, in which a probe with multiple microphones is used to estimate the gradient of pressure by using the change in the real and imaginary pressure components divided by the microphone spacing. [5] [6] [7] The p-p method is hereafter referred to as the traditional method. One significant limitation of the traditional method is that the microphone spacing must be small relative to the acoustic wavelength. The particle velocity is underestimated when the microphone spacing begins to be sufficiently large relative to a wavelength, which leads to errors at high frequencies. At much lower frequencies, inherent or residual microphone phase mismatch can cause significant errors. Between these two frequency limitations, there is only a fairly limited bandwidth over which the traditional method can be adequately used. These and other errors have been discussed at length, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and many have tried to overcome the errors using varying experimental sensor placement or processing. [15] [16] [17] [18] To overcome some of the problems of the traditional method, especially for high-amplitude jet and rocket noise, the phase and amplitude gradient estimator (PAGE) method was developed. [19] [20] [21] Instead of using formulations which split the complex pressure into real and imaginary parts, as is done in the traditional method, the formulations for the PAGE method represent the complex pressure with a magnitude and phase, based on expressions from Mann et al. 22 and Mann and Tichy. 1, 23 The expression for intensity with the PAGE method is
where P represents the pressure magnitude and r/ represents the pressure phase gradient, where q 0 is the air density and x is the angular frequency. These expressions are advantageous-particularly in propagating fields-because the pressure magnitude and phase manifest less spatial variation than the real and imaginary components of pressure, which allows for a more accurate estimation of the particle velocity across a wider range of frequencies. Using the PAGE method allows for calculation of intensity at much higher frequencies than does the traditional method. The bias errors for both methods have been investigated, 20, 21 and in general the bias errors for the PAGE method are less than or equal to those of the traditional method. The effects of contaminating noise on both methods have likewise been investigated. 30 The PAGE method generally relies upon phase information in broadband signals to obtain valid intensity results at a) Electronic mail: mylan.cook@gmail.com frequencies above the probe spatial Nyquist frequency, denoted f N , by using phase unwrapping. With narrowband signals, phase information can be sparse enough that the phase gradient may not be calculated reliably above f N . For distinct tones, the sparsity of phase information in frequency space can make calculation of intensity at these higher frequencies especially erroneous. Fortunately, there is a simple solution. When more phase information is lacking, additive low-level broadband noise with similar directionality can often provide phase information so that the PAGE method can be used effectively with narrowband signals-whether tonal or band-limited-above f N . This paper discusses the theoretical and experimental effects of additive broadband noise on obtaining intensity estimates for narrowband signals, specifically tonal frequencies. In Sec. II, the theory for additive broadband noise is developed. The analytical bias errors are presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV experimental results are presented and compared to the analytical results, with conclusions following in Sec. V.
II. METHODOLOGY
In this section, the mathematical theory for how additive broadband noise can improve intensity calculation for narrowband signals is developed. Necessary parameters are discussed, followed by the mathematical derivations and bias errors. Practical simplifications are then made, and a guide to when additive broadband noise is helpful is provided.
A. Preliminary parameters
Spatial Nyquist frequency
With the traditional method, the effective upper frequency limit for reliable intensity calculation is the spatial Nyquist frequency, f N : the frequency at which the microphone spacing, a, is equal to half of an acoustic wavelength, f N ¼ c=2a, where c is the sound speed. Including possible probe rotations-h S , discussed in Sec. II B-this becomes f N ¼ c=2a cos h S . This spatial sampling requirement means that microphones in an intensity probe must be placed closer together to calculate intensity for higher frequencies, which can not only increase the effects of scattering, but also increase phase mismatch errors at lower frequencies. Probe configuration and orientation can change the effective microphone spacing and yields an effective spatial Nyquist frequency, f N;eff . As f N;eff is approached-even at frequencies below ð1=2Þf N;eff -the particle velocity is underestimated by the traditional method, so calculated intensities are only reliable well below f N;eff . In general, angular estimates are valid up to frequencies near f N;eff , while magnitude estimates are only valid up to around one-half of f N;eff . 24 However, the PAGE method yields accurate magnitude and phase estimates up to f N;eff and also at higher frequencies if the phase gradient can be accurately calculated. Accurate calculation requires the use of phase unwrapping.
Phase unwrapping
To calculate the phase gradient, the phases of the transfer functions between microphone pairs are used. Because the phase differences obtained from transfer functions are restricted to a 2p radian interval, a linear phase difference in frequency space wraps or jumps between p radians and Àp radians at odd integer multiples of f N;eff , as illustrated by the solid line in Fig. 1 . The phase is unwrapped by adding multiples of 2p radians to create a continuous phase relationship (dashed line in Fig. 1 ). In this manner, the correct overall phase gradient can be obtained. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Phase unwrapping works well for broadband signals with sufficient coherence between microphones, most especially for signals with a linear phase relationship. 31 For narrowband signals, or signals composed of discrete frequencies, however, the sparsity of frequency-dependent phase information can cause problems with phase unwrapping. Incorrectly unwrapped phase values lead to inaccurate phase gradient estimates and, therefore, incorrect intensity vectors for frequencies above f N;eff . As seen in Fig. 1 , the phase gradient obtained for peak frequencies from inaccurately unwrapped phase values can be extremely flawed and can even trend in the opposite direction. Wrapped phase values at frequencies where there is a signal, hereafter referred to as peak frequencies, are measured for the source, but can be sparse. In contrast, for frequencies without a signal-called noise frequencies-the phase values come from the ambient noise rather than from the source. These phase values have no relation to the phase that would be caused by the source at that frequency, and so are not valid for source properties. Phase unwrapping for narrowband signals is therefore prone to error without additional phase information, which is where additive low-level broadband noise can be helpful.
Signal-to-noise ratios
The effects of and bias errors caused by contaminating noise in the sound field have been previously investigated. 30 When the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently large, the contaminating noise does not significantly affect the calculation of intensity. For narrowband sources where frequencies of interest are above f N , additive broadband noise can actually be helpful. While ambient noise is more or less isotropic, which leads to random phase directions, additive noise can be directional. Additive broadband noise can thus provide coherent phase information across the probe at noise frequencies, which can improve unwrapping and, therefore, lead to better intensity calculations. The additive noise must necessarily be higher in level than the ambient noise, which is quantified by comparing two signal-to-noise ratios: The signal-to-additive-noise ratio is denoted by SNR a , while the signal-to-ambient-noise ratio is simply the usual SNR. When SNR a < SNR, the additive noise can provide coherent phase information, which can allow for meaningful phase unwrapping, which results in more accurate phase gradient estimates at peak frequencies. Ideally, the SNR a should be significantly smaller than the SNR, because when the two are close (within a few dB) the phase information of the ambient noise may influence the phase of the additive noise.
B. Mathematical foundation

Derivations
The benefit of additive noise can be illustrated using the five-microphone orthogonal probe pictured in Fig. 2 . This probe is chosen because symmetry can be employed and calculations are simplified by using pairs of orthogonal microphones. 24 The intensity for this probe using the PAGE method calculation is
where G 11 is the auto-spectrum of the central microphone, H l is the transfer function between microphones l and , c is the sound speed, q 0 is the air density, and k is the wavenumber. Microphones 2, 1, and 3 lie along thex axis, while microphones 5, 1, and 4 lie along theŷ axis, where microphone 1 is at the probe center and defines the origin, as explained in the caption for Fig. 2 . For a plane wave source of pressure amplitude A S coming from an angle h S , and additive plane wave noise-which is self-correlated, though uncorrelated with the source 30 -of amplitude A n coming from an angle h n ,
For the peak frequencies of a narrowband signal with lowlevel additive noise, A 2 s ) A 2 n , so the additive noise causes a negligibly small change in transfer function arguments. At noise frequencies there is no signal, i.e., A s % 0, and the transfer function phase values obtained from the additive noise are used for unwrapping. The signal-only values at peak frequencies are G 11 ¼ A 2 s ; argfH 23 ¼ À2ka cos h s g, and argfH 45 g ¼ À2ka sin h s . As long as the angular separation jh s À h n j is not too large, these values can be obtained, as is further outlined below. When there is any angular separation, some error is unavoidably introduced.
When angular separation becomes too large, phase unwrapping can fail, which causes inaccurate intensity calculation. The frequency resolution used in processing Df also has an impact on the unwrapping-too few points between peak frequencies results in poor unwrapping. The phase can be unwrapped correctly if the phase difference of the transfer functions at the peak frequency, f p , and the adjacent noise frequency, f n ¼ f p 6 Df , is less than p radians, i.e.,
jargfH 45 ðf p Þg À argfH 45 ðf p 6 Df Þgj p:
Note that for band-limited signals rather than for discrete tones, f p 6Df is not necessarily a noise frequency. Equations (6) and (7) do not need to be checked for validity in this case, only when f p 6 Df is a noise frequency; the latter case is where the phase values exhibit the greatest change. The frequency when these inequalities are no longer satisfied defines an upper frequency limit, f lim , above which the bias errors sharply increase since unwrapping fails. By assuming A (6) and (7) hold, the maximum frequency value is found to be
This value gives the upper frequency limit for when additive low-level broadband noise will help improve intensity calculation above f N .
Bias errors
When only frequencies below f lim are considered, the bias errors for the calculated intensity due to additive noise are small. An example of the bias error is shown by considering a 
The magnitude and direction bias errors are calculated, respectively, as
Using the PAGE method for acoustic vector intensity, the magnitude bias error in decibels at peak frequencies for the five-microphone probe in Fig. 2 is given by
while the angular bias in radians is given by
The maximum errors across h s and h n for frequencies below f lim can be obtained from (the exact solutions of) Eqs. (12) and (13) to give the maximum error as a function of only SNR a :
jh ;I j < 10 1ÀSNR a =10 Ã 6 :
The maximum bias errors were found by assuming A S ðf p Þ ) A n ðf p Þ. Equations (17) and (18) are only valid, therefore, if the SNR a is larger than about 10 dB. For SNR a ! 10 dB, the magnitude error is always less than 0.5 dB and the angular error is always less than 6 . If instead the value of the SNR a is 20 dB, the maximum angular error is less than 1 , while the magnitude error is imperceptible. Note also that these maximum errors decrease with a smaller separation angle between signal and broadband noise sources, which also serves to increase f lim .
C. Practical simplifications
For cases with a significantly large angular separation between the signal and additive noise sources, f lim can actually be reached before the effective spatial Nyquist frequency for the probe,
When f lim < f N;eff , the additive noise negatively affects the PAGE method calculation of intensity below f N;eff . In practice, to avoid negatively impacting calculation the angular separation should be limited to jh s À h n j 0:5 rad % 28:6 :
If Eq. ( (17) holds and 4aDf j sin h n j ( c, then f lim can be simplified as
The maximum errors as a function of SNR a then become
In summary, certain conditions must be met for the additive noise to be useful. First, the additive noise needs to be low-level relative to the signal, while still greater than the ambient noise level. Second, the angular separation between the signal and additive noise sources must not be too large. The frequency limit above which the additive noise is no longer particularly useful depends on this angular separation. Decreasing the angular separation increases the frequency limit. The bias errors caused by the additive noise depend on the angular separation and the SNR a , though a maximum error bound for frequencies below the frequency limit can be obtained by using the SNR a value alone.
D. Guide to effective additive noise
Consolidating all of these approximations, guidelines emerge for when additive noise is useful and the accuracy of the resulting intensity calculation. For a plane-wave like signal, additive plane-wave noise is useful when
• signal and noise sources are separated by less than $28 , and • SNR a ! 10 dB.
When these conditions are met,
• the upper frequency limit is f lim as given in Eq. (18), and depends on the microphone spacing, sound speed, and angular separation of sources, and • the calculated intensity magnitude and direction for frequencies below f lim is always accurate to within 0.5 dB and 2:5 , respectively, of the analytical intensity. The accuracy increases with a decreasing angular separation and/or a larger SNR a .
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Bias errors depend on how the data are processed. If Df is negligibly small, and the SNR a is large (greater than 20 dB), then the magnitude and direction intensity bias errors-shown in Figs. 3 and 4 as a function of ka and h n , assuming h s ¼ 0 -for a plane wave source can be obtained. The black line representing f lim is shown: it outlines regions of high error, and delineates the frequency division above which additive noise is no longer helpful. There are two distinct overlapping error lobes seen-symmetric about 690 and 6180 -whose lower bounds for ka coincide with the two different values for f lim given in Eq. (8) (and multiples of these values), and give the limits for when the phase cannot be unwrapped in either one or both of the two orthogonal directions.
The analytical results are extremely promising: the errors below f lim are small and are easily quantified. To allow for experimental verification, analytical results are shown for a specific example. The signal is a sawtooth source with low-level additive broadband brown noise. The sawtooth has a fundamental frequency of 250 Hz, with harmonic partials which decrease in amplitude. For frequencies that are not multiples of 250 Hz, the signal amplitude is very low, so A s % 0. The low-level additive brown noise rolls off in a similar manner, such that the SNR a at each peak frequency is approximately 34 dB, so A s ) A n (this large SNR a value is used because measurements were taken prior to analytically finding the limit of SNR a ! 10 dB). Values of h s ¼ 0 ; Df ¼ 1 Hz; c ¼ 343ðm=sÞ; and a ¼ 5:08 cm are used.
The analytical magnitude bias errors for this particular setup are show in Fig. 5 , while the analytical angular bias errors are shown in Fig. 6 . The figures show the bias errors at the peak frequencies, plotted with an angular resolution of 2:5 with angular limits of h n ¼ 690 . The analytical bias errors below f lim are the same as when no discrete processing resolution is assumed, but the error lobes seen above f lim are fundamentally different because of the discrete frequency bin width-which results from using a finite sampling frequency and angular resolution rather than the continuous, analytical version shown previously.
Many horizontal lines appear in the bias error plots when using discrete values. They are caused by unwrapping errors, which, as previously noted, depend on the frequency bin width used in processing. At f lim , or at the frequencies where one error lobe crosses another, the unwrapping errors propagate up to higher frequency bins. Despite the analytical differences when using a specific value Df , there is no FIG. 3. (Color online) Analytical bias errors for PAGE-calculated intensity level for a plane wave source using the probe in Fig. 2 , given as a function of ka and noise angle h n , assuming SNR a ! 20 dB and h s ¼ 0.
FIG. 4. (Color online)
Analytical bias errors for PAGE-calculated intensity direction for a plane wave source using the probe in Fig. 2 , given as a function of ka and noise angle h n , assuming SNR a ! 20 dB and h s ¼ 0.
discernable difference below f lim , meaning bias errors in both magnitude and direction are still minimal.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION A. Experimental setup
The analytical bias errors in Figs. 5 and 6 are now compared to those obtained experimentally. Measurements were taken in the BYU fully anechoic chamber, which has a lower cutoff frequency of approximately 80 Hz. The microphone probe pictured in Fig. 2 was used, where the probe radius was a ¼ 5:08 cm. A loudspeaker generated a 250 Hz sawtooth wave signal and was placed on a stand such that h s ¼ 0 . The loudspeaker used for the additive noise was placed on the arm of a turntable which was rotated in angular increments of 2:5 . This second loudspeaker was raised slightly higher than the first, so that the speakers could be located the same distanceapproximately 2 m-from the probe, but so that the rotating arm did not hit the first loudspeaker. The second loudspeaker on the arm broadcasted brown noise such that the SNR a at peak frequencies was approximately 34 dB. Using this experimental setup, which is pictured in Fig. 7 , and processing with a frequency bin width of Df ¼ 1 Hz where the sound speed was c ¼ 343ðm=sÞ, the results shown in Figs. 8 and 9 should ideally match the analytical results seen in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
B. Experimental results
Bias errors are found by comparing experimentallyobtained vector intensity to the analytical intensity for a 250 Hz sawtooth wave using Eqs. (10) and (11) . The analytical angle for the intensity is 0 , so the direction bias errors, shown in Fig. 9 , are simply 
The analytical intensity magnitude is obtained by using the sound pressure level measured by the center microphone, and hence is G 11 =q 0 c. The level bias errors, shown in Fig. 8 , are then
The experimental results exhibit remarkable agreement with the analytical results. The frequency limit f lim matches the analytical result. Above f lim , the error lobe edges can be clearly seen, as can the horizontal lines caused by unwrapping with discrete frequency bins. Interestingly, the error lobes-though clearly present-are somewhat different than the analytical results. This is possibly caused by the inherent three-dimensional nature of the experimental setup.
Below f lim , the errors are extremely small, with one noted exception; for h n ¼ 0 the non-trivial error above around 15 kHz is caused by probe scattering. 32 The level bias is especially noticeable, because scattering off the front microphone shields the center microphone, the auto-spectrum of which is used to give the analytical intensity level. For this reason, other small, non-zero angular separation angles do not exhibit these increased bias errors. Below f lim , the benefits of additive broadband noise are clearly manifest.
The benchmark spectral values, which are obtained from auto-spectral amplitudes, and the intensity levels calculated by the PAGE method are given in Fig. 10 . The amplitude bias errors presented in this paper are calculated with benchmark and PAGE-calculated levels using Eqs. (12) and (13) . The decreasing amplitude of sawtooth peaks, as well as the lowlevel additive noise, can be clearly seen in Fig. 10 . The results presented clearly show that the additive noise has very little unintended effect on the calculated intensity, while the additional phase information vastly improves intensity calculation above the spatial Nyquist frequency.
V. CONCLUSIONS
When certain conditions are met, adding broadband noise to narrowband signals can greatly improve the calculation of active acoustic intensity using the PAGE method. Below the spatial Nyquist frequency, the PAGE method can obtain accurate intensity vectors with or without additive noise. Above the spatial Nyquist frequency, the additive broadband noise provides phase information to improve unwrapping, which yields more accurate intensity vectors. The conditions for when additive noise is beneficial are (1) when the signal-to-additive-noise ratio, SNR a , should exceed 10 dB at peak frequencies, and (2) when the signal and additive noise sources should be separated by less than $28
. An upper frequency limit f lim can be computed from the angular separation, sound speed, and microphone spacing, using Eq. (18), above which additive noise is no longer beneficial. These conclusions are supported by both analytical and experimental verification.
For certain probe configurations, scattering can occur before f lim is reached. To reduce scattering, a greater microphone separation distance is beneficial. 32 Probe rotation such that microphones no longer shield one another is also a viable option. Increasing the microphone separation also decreases the spatial Nyquist frequency, which reduces the usable bandwidth when using the traditional method for calculating intensity; for the PAGE method, a greater microphone separation distance decreases f lim , though as the angular separation between the signal and additive noise source goes to zero, f lim becomes infinite. The experimental upper frequency limit necessarily depends on probe scattering, microphone spacing, and angular separation of the sources.
As a general guideline, a smaller angular separation between the signal and the additive broadband noise source can yield a higher upper frequency limit for PAGE-based intensity calculation of narrowband noise. As long as the SNR a exceeds 10 dB at peak frequencies, the intensity bias errors are minimal-within 0.5 dB and 2:5 of the magnitude and direction of the analytical intensity. These errors decrease with increasing SNR a and decreasing angular separation. The addition of additive low-level broadband noise to band-limited signals serves to improve PAGE-calculated intensity values.
